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In Persian, a construction exists in which a gap can optionally be
replaced by an overt pronoun. A self-paced reading study (110 par-
ticipants) suggests that the overt pronoun results in deeper encod-
ing (higher activation) of the antecedent noun, presumably because
of richer retrieval cue specifications during antecedent retrieval at
the pronoun; this higher activation has the consequence that the an-
tecedent is easier to retrieve at a subsequent stage. This provides new
evidence for reactivation effects of the type assumed in the cue-based
retrieval model of parsing (Lewis and Vasishth 2005), and shows that
dependency resolution is not simply a matter of connecting two co-
dependents; the retrieval cue specification has a differential impact
on processing.

1 introduction

It is well known that both overt and null pronouns render their an-
tecedents more active (more salient) in memory (MacDonald 1989;
Emmorey and Lillo-Martin 1995). One way to characterize the under-
lying processes in antecedent–pronoun/gap resolution is in terms of
the ACT-R based (Anderson et al. 2004) architecture of sentence pro-
cessing discussed in (Lewis and Vasishth 2005; Lewis et al. 2006). The
computational model developed in these papers has been widely ap-
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plied in the study of various phenomena in psycholinguistics (Vasishth
et al. 2008; Vasishth and Lewis 2006; Patil et al. 2012; Reitter et al.
2011; Dillon 2011; Boston et al. 2011; Patil et al. 2013; Dillon et al.
2011; Engelmann et al. 2013).

A central assumption in the ACT-R architecture is that, in any
information-processing task, memory representations must be associ-
ated with each other in order to build a mental representation that
allows the task to be carried out. In the context of sentence compre-
hension, the primary events that are modeled are structure building
and dependency resolution. All other things being equal, the speed
with which a memory representation can be accessed depends on its
activation level (this is an abstract, unitless quantity) and on the re-
trieval cues (these are essentially feature–value matrices) that guide
access. Generally speaking, the higher the activation, the faster the
retrieval. For example, when the parser encounters a reflexive like
himself, an antecedent noun may be searched using the fact that the
antecedent must c-command the reflexive (one retrieval cue; see Dil-
lon et al. 2011) or using an additional cue, here gender (Patil et al.
2012). Activation of memory representations is assumed to be under-
going constant decay; this models forgetting over time. An assump-
tion in ACT-R is that decay can be counteracted by a process of re-
activation: every retrieval event is assumed to increase the activation
of the item retrieved. Such an increase in activation has the obvious
consequence of facilitating subsequent retrieval (unless enough time
goes by such that decay levels out the activation). Previous work has
addressed some of the empirical consequences of this theoretical as-
sumption. For example, in Hindi, processing a verb in a relative clause
has been argued to be easier when the relative clause is long vs. short;
under the assumption that a long relative clause repeatedly accesses
and modifies the head noun and does so more often than a shorter
relative clause, we expect a faster reading time when the head noun
must be accessed, for example, while processing the verb of the rela-
tive clause. This was one of the arguments presented by Vasishth and
Lewis (2006) in order to explain faster reading times observed at the
verb of the relative clause in long vs. short relative clauses (cf. Levy
2008; Husain et al. 2013).

Given such an architecture, it is reasonable to assume that com-
pleting a dependency between an antecedent and a pronoun, or be-
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tween an antecedent and a gap, will increase activation of the an-
tecedent, making subsequent retrieval easier; this assumes that the
decay component has not had enough time to counteract the effect of
such an activation increase. Indeed, Bever and McElree (1988) have
shown experimentally that such reactivation occurs with gaps and pro-
nouns, and that “gaps access their antecedents during comprehension
in the same way as pronouns.”

Persian presents an interesting construction in this context. Sen-
tences such as in Example (1) have the property that the first gap can
optionally be an overt or null pronoun (Taghvaipour 2004). For ex-
ample, consider (1a); here, two gaps are present. As shown in (1b),
the first one can be replaced with the pronoun un ro, ‘it DOM’).1

(1) a. Nazanin
Nazanin

[in
this

ketabcha
booklet

ro]i

DOM
[CP ghablaz

before
inke
that

gapi

gap
be-khun-eh]
prefix-read-3SG

gapi

gap
be
to

man
me

dad,
gave.3SG,

dorost
just

hamoon
that

moghe
moment

ke
that

kelas
class

ha
PL

tamoom
finish

shod.
became.3SG.

(Lit.) ‘Nazanin gave me this little book before reading (it),
when the classes finished.’

b. Nazanin
Nazanin

[in
this

ketabcha
booklet

ro]i

DOM
[CP ghablaz

before
inke
that

unro
it-DOM

be-khun-eh]
prefix-read-3SG

gapi

to
be
me

man
gave.3SG,

dad,
just

dorost
that

hamoon
moment

moghe
that

ke
class

kelas
PL

ha
finish

tamoom
became.3SG.

shod.

’Nazanin gave me this little book before reading it, when
the classes finished.’

This construction is interesting in the context of reactivation ef-
fects in parsing because it allows us to investigate whether there is a
difference in activation increase due to antecedent–pronoun vs. ante-
cedent–gap dependency resolution. Our study was motivated by the
speculation that there might be a difference in the way a anteced-

1Abbreviations used are as follows. DOM: direct object marking; 3SG: third
singular; PL: plural.
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ent–gap and antecedent–pronoun dependency is completed: the an-
tecedent might be activated to a greater extent in the antecedent–
pronoun case vs. the antecedent–gap case. This could happen because
the pronoun uses a richer set of cues; for example, pronouns pro-
vide number information, whereas gaps do not. Another possibility
is that the pronoun may focus the antecedent (thereby encoding it
more richly) in a way that the gap does not. These two explanations
may be related: a richer set of cues would lead to better encoding due
to the greater extent of activation increase.

We investigated whether we could find any evidence for differ-
ential amounts of activation increase in the above construction. We
employed the self-paced reading methodology (Just et al. 1982) de-
scribed below. In (1a), the word ketabche,2 ‘booklet’, is co-indexed
with a gap; this gap presumably activates the antecedent once the
dependency is completed. Due to reactivation effects, the activation
increase of ketabche should increase the speed or rate at which its re-
trieval is completed subsequently at the verb dad, ‘gave.’ Example (1b)
is identical except that instead of the gap we have an overt pronoun
unro. Our speculation was that this might boost activation of ketabche
to a greater extent than the gap, facilitating retrieval at the verb.3

In order to understand the role of the overt pronoun, we compared
sentences with null and overt pronouns, as shown in (2a,b) (the front-
slashes in the examples represent the partitioning of the segments in
the self-paced reading task; this is described below). We were also
interested in exploring, in the same experiment, a related kind of re-
activation effect: modification of the noun ketabche, ‘booklet’, by a
relative clause. As mentioned above, it has been argued (Vasishth and
Lewis 2006; Hofmeister 2011; Vasishth et al. 2012) that modification
of a noun increases its activation, making subsequent retrieval easier
(cf. Levy 2008 for an alternative explanation in terms of expectations).

2 In (1a,b), the direct object marker ro induces a sound change on the word
it modifies, changing ketabche to ketabcha.

3Note that the exact location of the gap before the verb dad, ‘gave’ is not im-
portant; even assuming that there is a gap there is not necessary. All that we need
to assume is that a dependency must be completed between the noun ketabche
and the verb in order to determine who did what to whom. This assumption of
a dependency resolution requirement is well-motivated by previous work; see,
e.g., Gibson (2000); Bartek et al. (2011); Vasishth et al. (2008).
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It follows that relative clause modification should also increase acti-
vation of the noun, resulting in faster retrieval of the noun at the verb.
We were interested in determining whether we find facilitation at the
verb due to relative clause interposition (2c,d); if yes, this would pro-
vide new evidence for the proposal in the literature that modification
increases activation of the modified element.

An alternative possibility is greater processing difficulty at the
verb in the relative clause conditions; this effect has been found by
Grodner and Gibson (2005) for English (also see Bartek et al. 2011),
and could be a consequence of increased distance between the verb
and its argument(s). Such locality effects can be explained in terms
of distance as defined in the Dependency Locality Theory (Gibson
2000) or in terms of decay and interference (Lewis and Vasishth 2005;
Van Dyke and McElree 2006).

(2) a. Nazanin
Nazanin

/ [in
this

ketabcha
booklet

ro
DOM

]i / [CP ghablaz
before

inke
that

/

gapi

gap
be-khun-eh
prefix-read-3SG

] / gapi

gap
be
to

man
me

dad
gave.3SG

/ ,
,

dorost
just

hamoon
that

moghe
moment

ke
that

/ kelas
class

ha
PL

/ tamoom
finish

shod
became.3SG

/ .
.

‘Nazanin gave me this little book before reading (it), when
the classes finished.’

b. Nazanin
Nazanin

/ [in
this

ketabcha
booklet

ro
DOM

]i / [CP ghablaz
before

inke
that

/

unro
it-DOM

be-khun-eh
prefix-read-3SG

] / gapi

gap
be
to

man
me

dad
gave.3SG

/ ,
,

dorost
just

hamoon
that

moghe
moment

ke
that

/ kelas
class

ha
PL

/ tamoom
finish

shod
became.3SG

/ .
.

’Nazanin gave me this little book before reading it, when
the classes finished.’

c. Nazanin
Nazanin

/ [in
this

ketabcha
booklet

ro
DOM

/ ]i [ke
that

hafte
week

pish
last

/
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kharid-eh
bought-3SG.PC

bood
was

/ ] ghablaz
before

inke
this

/ gapi

gap
be-khun-eh
prefix-read-3SG

/ gapi

gap
be
to

man
me

dad
gave.3SG

/ ,
,
dorost
just

hamoon
that

moghe
moment

ke
that

/ kelas
class

ha
PL

/ tamoom
finish

shod
became.3SG

/ .
.

’Nazanin gave me this little book which she has bought
last week, before reading (it), when the classes finished.’

d. Nazanin
Nazanin

/ [in
this

ketabcha
booklet

ro
DOM

]i / [ke
that

hafte
week

pish
last

/

kharid-eh
bought-3SG.PC

bood]
was

/ ghablaz
before

inke
that

/ unro
it-DOM

be-khun-eh
prefix-read-3SG

/ gapi

gap
be
to

man
me

dad
gave.3SG

/ ,
,
dorost
just

hamoon
that

moghe
moment

ke
that

/ kelas
class

ha
PL

/ tamoom
finish

shod
became.3SG

/ .
.

’Nazanin gave me this little book which she has bought
last week, before reading it, when the classes finished.’

Thus, our predictions are: the presence of overt pronoun inter-
position should result in a facilitation in processing at the main verb
(compared to the conditions where a gap is present); modifying the
antecedent with a relative clause could show a facilitation due to re-
activation, or increased difficulty due to locality effects. We had no
predictions about whether there would be an interaction between the
pronoun/gap and relative clause factors. The results of the study are
presented next.

2 experiment

2.1 Method: Participants, stimuli and fillers, procedure
One hundred and ten native speakers of Persian, all living in Tehran,
participated in the experiment in August and September 2009. Since
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we had no access to a laboratory in Tehran, the first author visited
the participants at their homes and carried out the experiment there.
Participants were asked to complete a questionnaire on their educa-
tional background, language background, and average reading time
per day. The questionnaire and items are available from the second
author. Participants’ ages ranged from 18 to 75 years, with mean age
34.6 years. Each participant was paid the Iranian-Rial equivalent of
five Euros.

A total of 161 Persian sentences (5 examples, 60 fillers, 96 stim-
ulus sentences) were prepared by the first author. The 96 stimulus
sentences were designed as follows: Following standard experimental
methodology for repeated measures (within-subjects) designs, twenty-
four stimuli sentences were prepared, and four versions of each sen-
tence were constructed; these correspond to the four conditions in the
experiment (see Example 2). Each version of the twenty-four sentences
was assigned to one of four lists; that is, each list contains only one
of the four versions of a stimulus sentence. Because each participant
is shown items from only one list, they read (apart from the fillers
and examples) a total of twenty-four target sentences, each represent-
ing one condition in the experiment design. This has the consequence
that, for example, a subject exposed to List 1 would see Sentences 1a,
2b, 3c, 4d, 5a,…; and a subject exposed to List 2 would see Sentences
1b, 2c, 3d, 4a, 5b,…This partitioning into lists is commonly referred
to as counterbalancing and serves to minimize bias introduced by any
one stimulus sentence.

Thus, each participant saw 5+ 60+ 24 = 89 sentences. Because
reading time generally increases at the end of a sentence (so-called
sentence final wrap-up effects, thought to reflect higher-level integra-
tion processes that are triggered after a sentence is read), we added an
adverbial phrase to the end of each of the stimuli sentences. In addi-
tion, at the end of each sentence a period was presented after pressing
the space bar as a separate final segment. This extra material at the end
of the sentence makes it less likely that our critical region (the verb of
the main clause) is contaminated by higher-level sentence-final pro-
cessing effects.

The experiment began by the first author explaining the task to
each participant verbally; then, the five practice sentences were pre-
sented, and these were followed by the actual experiment (fillers and
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stimulus sentences, pseudo-randomly ordered). Participants pressed
the spacebar (marked with a star) to reveal each successive segment;
every time the space bar was pressed, the previous segment would dis-
appear and the next segment would appear in the center of the screen.
The time the participants spent reading each segment was recorded as
the time between key presses. The segmentation is shown in Exam-
ple 2 and in the items file provided as supplementary material with
this paper.

The experiment was run using Linger version 2.88 by Douglas
Rohde on a laptop.4 Participants were asked to read at a pace that
was normal for them. A true/false statement was presented after each
sentence; this was meant to ensure that subjects were attending to
the sentences and not just pressing the space bar without reading.
In order to prevent subjects from developing a strategy for answer-
ing the true/false statements without completely parsing the sentence,
the statements were directed at every part of the previous sentence,
including the noun and the verb of both the main clause and the rela-
tive clause. These true/false statements were balanced in their yes–no
responses. No feedback was given for correct/incorrect responses. For
examples, see the items file provided as supplementary information
with this paper.

Participants took approximately 30 minutes to complete the ex-
periment. Reading time at the verb of the main clause (in milliseconds)
was taken as a measure of relative momentary processing difficulty.
In the following section, the results of the study are reported and dis-
cussed.
2.2 Results
We fit linear mixed models using the package lme4 (Bates and Sarkar
2007) in the R programming environment (R Development Core Team
2006); see the appendix for some background on the statistical models
used here. The reader unfamiliar with psycholinguistic data analysis
methods would benefit from reading the appendix before proceeding
with the present section. For the critical analyses at the verb and the
region following it, we used JAGS (Plummer 2010) to also fit a hierar-
chical Bayesian model (a linear mixed model) using non-informative

4See http://tedlab.mit.edu/~dr/Linger/.
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priors. For brevity, the Bayesian analysis is omitted from the main
paper, but is included in the supplementary material.

The response variables were response accuracy and response
time, and reading times at the verb of the main clause (hereafter,
critical region) and the spillover region (hereafter, post-critical re-
gion).

Due to an error in the design, nine items (labeled 7, 12, 14, 15,
17, 20, 22, 23, 24 in the supplementary material) were removed from
the analysis. In these items, the argument that was co-indexed with
the pronoun/gap was either not modified by the relative clause, or the
pronoun was not co-indexed with the correct antecedent. This reduced
the original data by about 40%.

The response time and reading time data (both in milliseconds)
were transformed to a negative reciprocal (− 1000

r t
) in order to stabilize

variance; the choice of transform was determined using the Box-Cox
procedure (Box and Cox 1964; Venables and Ripley 2002). The re-
ciprocal transform converts speed to rate; see (Kliegl et al. 2010) for
further discussion on the use of this transform for reading time data.

In the reading times, the transform revealed some extremely fast
values (0.7% of the data) that dramatically affected the residuals;
these were a few values that were 200–250 ms long. Although such
reading times cannot in general be categorized as “too fast”, in the
context of the present experiment they are not representative of the
reading time distributions (based on our experience in our own lab
and elsewhere, in languages like Hindi, German, and Japanese, we
also see remarkably slow reading times compared to English). These
extreme values were removed in the final analysis.

All data and R code associated with the analyses presented here
are provided as supplementary material with this paper.
2.2.1 Response accuracy and response time
Response accuracy and response time and their analyses are summa-
rized in Tables 1 and 2. For accuracy, a generalized linear mixedmodel
was fit using the binomial link function to evaluate the effect of pro-
noun (pron), the effect of relative clause insertion (RC), and the in-
teraction of these two factors (see the appendix for more detail on
generalized linear models). A standard ANOVA contrast coding was
used: the factor pron was coded −0.5 for the gapped conditions (Ex-
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amples 2a,c) and 0.5 for the pronoun conditions (Examples 2b,d); the
factor RC was coded −0.5 for the −RC conditions (Examples 2a,b),
and 0.5 for the +RC conditions (Examples 2c,d). Items and partici-
pants were included as crossed random factors (crossed varying in-
tercepts; see Appendix for discussion). Consistent with the predic-
tions of the locality-based accounts discussed earlier, we found sig-
nificantly lower accuracies in the conditions where the relative clause
was present; these conditions also had longer response times. No other
effect reached statistical significance.

Table 1:
Mean question accuracy (percentages)
and negative reciprocal response time

(abbreviated as response rate)

−RC −RC +RC +RC
gap pronoun gap pronoun

accuracy 87 86 78 81
response rate −0.22 −0.22 −0.21 −0.21

Table 2:
Summary of the effects of pronoun

(pron), relative clause insertion (RC),
and the pron×RC interaction on

response accuracy

contrast coef se z p
pron 0.04 0.14 0.29 n.s.
RC −0.48 0.15 −3.3* <0.01

pron×RC 0.12 0.15 0.85 n.s.

Table 3:
Summary of the effects of pronoun

(pron), relative clause insertion (RC),
and the pron×RC interaction on

negative reciprocal response time

contrast coef se t
pron −0.00 0.004 −0.9
RC 0.02 0.004 3.7*

pron×RC −0.00 0.004 −0.6

2.2.2 Analyses of reading times
The negative mean reciprocal reading times (−s−1) with 95% confi-
dence intervals are summarized in Figure 1. The results of the sta-
tistical analyses are shown in Table 4. The linear mixed models had
varying intercepts and slopes for subject and item, and varying slopes
by subject for pron, RC, and the pron×RC interaction.

Analyses at the critical region (the main verb) showed a margin-
ally significant main effect of pron: the overt pronoun resulted in faster
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region contrast coef se t
critical pron −0.05 0.03 −1.89

RC −0.04 0.03 −1.58
pron×RC −0.03 0.03 −1.02

post-critical pron −0.07 0.03 −2.62*
RC 0.008 0.03 0.30

pron×RC −0.03 0.03 −1.10

Table 4:
Summary of planned comparisons in
the linear mixed models analysis

reading times at the verb, as predicted by the reactivation hypothesis.
In addition, there was only a marginal effect of relative clause interpo-
sition: reading time (rather, reading rate) was marginally faster at the
verb in the RC conditions. The interaction between the factors pron
and RC did not reach statistical significance either. Figure 1 suggests
that the marginally significant facilitation at the critical region due to
the overt pronoun is driven by the RC conditions (2c,d). This was con-
firmed in a post-hoc analysis where the effect of pronoun was investi-
gated within the −RC and +RC conditions. Table 5 summarizes these
analyses (the third contrast in Table 5, the effect of RC, is redundant
since this was already investigated in our planned comparisons shown
in Table 4, but is included because we wanted to use all three degrees
of freedom available for parameter estimation of fixed effects).

The post-critical region showed an effect of pron: reading rate was
faster when the pronoun was present. The post-hoc analysis showed
that the effect of pron was present in both the −RC and the +RC con-
ditions with approximately the same magnitude.5

2.2.3 Discussion
To summarize the results for response accuracy and response time,
we find lower accuracies and longer response times when the relative

5As an aside, note that in psycholinguistics analyses are conventionally car-
ried out on raw reading times. Had we done this conventional analysis for the
present data, we would have reported null results. However, in the model based
on such untransformed data, the normality assumption for residuals and the ho-
moscedasticity assumption are not met; this would make the model output based
on raw reading times meaningless for purposes of statistical inference. The source
code provided with this paper gives more detail.
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Figure 1:
Negative
reciprocal

reading times at
the critical and

post-critical
regions
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e

rel.cl
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region contrast coef se t
critical pron (−RC) −0.02 0.04 −0.63

pron (+RC) −0.08 0.04 −2.03*
RC −0.04 0.03 −1.58

post-critical pron (−RC) −0.04 0.04 −0.94
pron (+RC) −0.10 0.04 −2.43*

RC 0.008 0.03 0.3

Table 5:
Summary of post-hoc nested contrasts
at the critical and post-critical regions

clause is present. Response accuracy and response time showed no
effect of pronoun and no interaction between the pronoun and relative
clause conditions. In the reading time data, at the post-critical region
(the word following the verb), reading rate is faster if the pronoun
(unro) is present. A post-hoc analysis revealed that the facilitation due
to the pronoun was driven by the relative clause conditions. At the
verb, there is a slight facilitation due to relative clause interposition,
but this does not reach statistical significance. No interactions were
found.

Although response accuracy and response time are of secondary
interest to the research question, they do show that interposing a rela-
tive clause renders the sentence more difficult to process in later stages
of processing. This finding is partly consistent with locality accounts
such as Dependency Locality Theory (Gibson 2000) and the cue-based
retrieval architecture (Lewis and Vasishth 2005), both of which pre-
dict increased integration cost at the verb when the distance between
the subject of the sentence (Nazanin) and the main verb (dad) is in-
creased. This increased distance (or increased syntactic complexity)
could plausibly make it more difficult to retain an accurate represen-
tation of the sentence meaning in memory in order to respond to the
question.

The Dependency Locality Theory and the cue-based retrieval ac-
count, however, also predict a slowdown at the verb in reading times;
this prediction turns out to be incorrect because relative clause inter-
position at the verb results in a marginal facilitation. This tendency
towards a facilitation makes sense given prior findings; it can be ex-
plained in terms of reactivation due to relative clause modification
(Vasishth and Lewis 2006; Hofmeister 2011; Vasishth et al. 2012), as
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discussed earlier. An alternative explanation for the relative-clause fa-
cilitation effect lies in expectation-based processing (Levy 2008). As-
suming that treebank-based distributions in Persian turn out to be sim-
ilar to the distributions in languages that Levy examined, the proposal
would be that the expectation for a verb gets stronger and stronger
if the appearance of the verb is delayed – this is the situation when
the relative clause is interposed. In the relative clause conditions, by
the time the verb is encountered, it is highly expected compared to
the non-relative clause conditions. This expectation-based account has
been proposed as an alternative to the reactivation account. Both ex-
planations are plausible, but the expectation-based account’s key pre-
diction has been falsified by Levy et al. (2013): they showed in a series
of experiments that in Russian relative clauses, if the verb’s appear-
ance is delayed inside a relative clause, there is a slow-down at the
verb, not a speed-up. The evidence from Russian relative clauses is
therefore strongly in favor of locality based explanations. In any case,
in our study, the reactivation-based explanation seems more plausible,
as discussed in connection with the pronoun results below.

Next, we turn to the main research question in this paper, the
effect of the pronoun/gap manipulation. At the verb and the region
following it, the pronoun conditions have a faster reading rate than the
gap conditions. This suggests that completing the antecedent–pronoun
dependency results in higher activation of the antecedent compared
to the antecedent–gap case; as a consequence, the antecedent of the
pronoun is retrieved faster at the verb. This facilitation probably spills
over to the word following the verb. In sum, the data are consistent
with our original speculation: replacing a gap with a pronoun appears
to increase the activation of the antecedent, making it easier to retrieve
at a subsequent stage.

Why was the facilitation effect due to the pronoun driven by the
relative clause conditions? In the non-relative clause conditions, even
though the pronoun may be activating the antecedent more than the
gap, decay of the antecedent noun might be setting in by the time the
verb is encountered. By contrast, in the relative clause conditions, the
reactivation of the antecedent noun by the relative clause (which mod-
ifies this noun) could be providing a counteracting activation boost
that reverses the effect of decay. If this is correct, the reactivation
account may be the correct explanation for the relative clause facilita-
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tion effect discussed above. Naturally, this conclusion does not chal-
lenge the expectation-based explanation per se, which probably also
plays a role in sentence processing; there is considerable evidence for
expectation-based effects (see, e.g., Husain et al. (2013) for new evi-
dence from Hindi), and these effects cannot be explained in terms of
reactivation.

Returning to our main finding, that the pronoun increases activa-
tion of the antecedent, our results raise the question: what is it about
antecedent–pronoun vs. antecedent–gap dependencies that results in
a more robust encoding or higher activation of the antecedent? One
explanation may be that the pronoun may be focusing the antecedent;
another may be that a richer set of retrieval cues is used to complete
the antecedent–pronoun dependency. We do not have a clear answer
for the underlying reason; but given the present data, it seems clear
that pronouns activate the antecedent to a greater degree than gaps do.

Why is it that accuracy scores are lower for the relative clause
conditions, but in reading times the relative clause conditions result
in a (marginal) facilitation at the verb? The former supports the lo-
cality account but the latter directly contradicts it. One possible ex-
planation lies in the relative timing of retrieval and expectation ef-
fects: locality costs, which reflect retrieval difficulty, may be appear-
ing at a later stage during parsing, whereas expectation-based effects
appear earlier. Vasishth and Drenhaus (2011) have proposed this in
the context of German. One problem with this account is that locality
effects have been found in reading times in English (Grodner and Gib-
son 2005; Bartek et al. 2011) and most recently Hindi (Husain et al.
2013) and Hungarian (Kovács and Vasishth 2013). Perhaps a more
plausible explanation is that locality effects are longer lasting than
expectation effects: the former show effects in online as well as of-
fline measures, but expectation only shows effects in online measures.
Under this view, locality effects could have been masked by or are
much weaker than reactivation and/or expectation effects while pro-
cessing the verb; in the offline question–response stage, only locality
effects remain visible. All the above explanations are speculative and
need to be investigated in new studies pitting locality against expec-
tation.

A broader consequence of the pronoun-driven facilitation we re-
port is that the notion of dependency resolution in parsing needs to
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be made more precise. It is widely assumed, implicitly or explicitly,
that dependency resolution is simply a matter of connection to ele-
ments subject to certain constraints, such as locality (Gibson 2000).
But completing an antecedent–gap dependency and an antecedent–
pronoun dependency cannot be only a function of locality; it matters
which retrieval cues are deployed in retrieval. This has important im-
plications for theories of parsing: an architecture driven by retrieval
cues seems to be better motivated than one that ignores the nature of
the cue.
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appendix: a note
on the statistical methods used

Here, we summarize the statistical methods used in this paper.
Experimental designs such as the present one are generally re-

ferred to as repeated measures or within-subjects designs; this refers
to the fact that each participant is exposed to each level of each factor
in the experiment design (in our design, we have four factors). The
logic of the experiment in general is that our dependent variable or
DV (this could be accuracy, measured for example as a percentage, or
reading times in milliseconds; or a transformation of these values –
see below) is expected to be a linear function of the predictors, which
are the factors of our experiment:

DV ∝ predictors (1)
The central idea is that the observed data (the dependent variable,

DV) is generated by an underlying statistical model with unknown pa-
rameters θ . Formally, DV is a random variable with a particular prob-
ability density/distribution function (PDF) associated with it; the PDF
is specified in terms of the parameters θ . The goal of statistical anal-
ysis is to obtain estimates of these parameters and to draw inferences
from these estimates (as discussed below). For example, our pronoun
vs. gap manipulation tests the prediction that the presence of the pro-
noun will result in shorter reading time at the verb. In the linear model
setting, this amounts to the claim that there exists some point value
(an unknown parameter) with a particular sign (positive or negative)
that represents the mean speed-up due to pronoun insertion. General-
izing this, we define a statistical model as shown below:

DV i = β0 + β1Pronouni + β2RC i + εi (2)
Arranging the data in an arbitrary but fixed ordering, let DV i rep-

resent the i-th dependent variable, for example, reading time at the
verb in one of the four conditions from each of the participants. Note
that each participant would have seen 24 sentences in our experiment,
with six instances each of the four levels of the experiment (Pronouns
present vs. absent × Relative Clause (RC) present vs. absent). This
is where the term repeated measures comes from: we have multiple
measurements from each group (here, subject).
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According to the statistical model above, the i-th DV i is assumed
to be generated by a random component, ε, and a systematic compo-
nent (the rest of the right hand side in the above equation). Here, εi is
assumed to be generated by a normal distribution with mean zero and
standard deviation σ (yet another unknown parameter which is esti-
mated from the data). We write this compactly as ε ∼ N(0,σ).6 The
variables Pronoun and RC are indicator variables; for example, when
the pronoun is present, the variable Pronoun could be coded as 1, oth-
erwise 0. Similarly, when the relative clause is present, the indicator
variable RC could be coded as 1, otherwise 0. Thus, in the statistical
model, β0 is the mean reading time of the gap no-relative clause con-
dition. Setting up indicator variables in this manner is called contrast
coding, and the example of contrast coding given here is called treat-
ment contrasts. Different contrast codings are possible; each reflects
the theoretical question to be studied (in this paper, we use an anova-
style contrast coding and a nested contrast coding; see main text). In
the above example, we expect the parameter β1 to be negative; this
reflects our prediction that pronoun insertion will facilitate process-
ing. We can state this as a hypothesis test; we could write that our null
hypothesis H0 is:

H0 : β1 = 0 (3)

Standard statistical theory then attempts to obtain, given the data,
the best estimate, for example, a maximum likelihood estimate for β1,
call it β̂1, along with an uncertainty measure for the estimate, the
standard error. Note that β1 is the true (unknown) difference between
the gap and pronoun conditions; and β̂1 is the difference in the mean
reading times for the gap vs. pronoun conditions. The goal of the fre-
quentist hypothesis testing procedure is to determine, given the null
hypothesis above, the probability of obtaining an absolute value of β̂1

or something more extreme. This probability, called a p-value, is the
conditional probability of the data given a particular hypothesized
parameter value (in the example above, β1 = 0): we can write it as
P(data | parameter).

6One typically defines the normal distribution in terms of variance, σ2, but
we can simply talk about standard deviation here.
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A convention widely accepted in psycholinguistics is that a p-
value of less than 0.05 gives grounds for rejecting the null hypothesis
and accepting the alternative hypothesis. The value 0.05 is related to
the fact that we conventionally fix the probability of incorrectly re-
jecting the null hypothesis (i.e., rejecting it when it is actually true) to
0.05. This quantity is called Type I error probability. Note here that
if we fit k separate statistical models, the Type I error probability in-
creases, and a correction is needed in order to retain an overall Type
I error probability of 0.05. One popular one is the Bonferroni correc-
tion: the corrected Type I error is 0.05/k.

The above statistical model includes an important assumption,
namely that the DV i are independent and identically distributed. The
independence requirement means that each data point i is assumed to
be independent from all others – this assumption is implausible when
the same participant is delivering 24 data points. The other require-
ment, identical distribution, is that all DVs are assumed to come from
a normal distribution with the same variance. Linear mixed models
have been developed to address the fact that the DVs are not inde-
pendent; these models estimate between-subject variance (or equiv-
alently, within-subject covariance) in addition to the σ mentioned
above, thereby taking the dependency within each subject’s responses
into account. The above linear model can be expanded quite easily to
a linear mixed model:

DV i = β0 + bi + β1Pronouni+ β2RC i + εi (4)
Here we have an extra term, bi, called a varying intercept term,

which represents each subject’s adjustment to the baseline reading
time β0: subjects who are faster than average would have negative
bi, and those slower than average, positive bi. These bi are not es-
timates; they are best linear unbiased predictors (BLUPs) generated
after between-subject variance has been estimated. Thus, the above
model assumes that ε ∼ N(0,σ) but also that bi ∼ N(0,σb1), where
σb1 is the between-subject variance (or, equivalently, within-subject
covariance). For our purposes, subject-level variance is a nuisance
variable, and we only need to take it into account in the model; our
principal interest remains focused on the estimates of the coefficients
β1 and β2, and in hypothesis tests associated with these coefficients.
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Note that in linear mixed models p-values are difficult to compute for
various technical reasons, but an absolute t-value greater than 2 can
reasonably be assumed to be statistically significant at Type I error
probability 0.05.

Two extensions of the above model are as follows. Apart from
between-subject variance, we also want to take into account between-
item variance. For this reason, we can introduce another additive term
in the model analogous bi, call it ci, which comes from a distribu-
tion N(0,σb2). Thus, it is easy to add a varying intercept for items
as well, and this requires the model to estimate a further variance
component, that due to between-item variability. A second extension
involves an adjustment for subject (and item) in the coefficients β1

and β2. This is called a varying slopes model. Such adjustments to the
coefficients β1 and β2 simply take into account possible variability
between subjects (and items) in their response to the pronoun and rel-
ative clause manipulation; for example, some subjects may speed up
much more than others due to the pronoun vs. gap manipulation, and
some items may have a greater impact on the pronoun vs. gap manip-
ulation. Models with varying slopes take this variability into account.
This is by no means the whole story regarding linear mixed models,
but it does provide the reader with some guidance on howwe analyzed
the data.

One further twist is the issue of non-normality of residuals. Sta-
tistical inference based on the models discussed above crucially de-
pends on normal distribution theory; the residuals ε are assumed to
be normally distributed, and the BLUPs are too. When residuals are
not normally distributed (this is usually the case in analyses of read-
ing studies using raw reading times as dependent measures) the above
models may no longer be applicable. One solution to this issue is to
use generalized linear mixed models (we will not discuss this solution
here); another is to find a transformation to the data such that the vari-
ance is stabilized and the normality assumptions are approximately
satisfied. Box and Cox (1964) developed a procedure for stabilizing
variance, which is now known as the Box-Cox procedure and is avail-
able through the MASS package (Venables and Ripley 2002) in R as
the function boxcox. Briefly, the function discovers (using maximum
likelihood estimation) the transformation needed in order to stabilize
variance.
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In our reading time data, the transform suggested by the Box-Cox
procedure is the reciprocal. We changed this to a negative reciprocal
in order to make it easier to interpret the sign of the estimated coeffi-
cients (the reciprocal converts the reading time to rate of processing;
so a smaller value on the transformed scale is a slower rate, and a
larger value corresponds to a faster rate).

Next, we briefly explain the model fitted for response accuracy,
which is a proportion. To analyze these, we used the generalized lin-
ear modeling (GLM) framework (more specifically, generalized linear
mixed models). The basic idea in GLMs is that we assume that re-
sponses are generated by a binomial distribution. Instead of assuming
that the dependent variable is a proportion µ, we transform it to log-
odds and specify a linear relationship between the predictor x and the
log-odds: log[ µ

1−µ] = β0+β1 x . The generalized linear mixed model ex-
tends this framework to deal with grouped data, as discussed above,
with varying intercepts, etc. The essential point here is that again we
are testing null hypotheses of the form H0 : β1 = 0, where the coeffi-
cient is in the log-odds scale.

This work is licensed under the Creative Commons Attribution 3.0 Unported License.
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